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The Department of State reported that based on Christian 
Solidarity World Wide’s (CSW) 2020 annual report, the 
government of Cuba “violated freedom of religion or belief… 
routinely and systematically” through arbitrary detentions, false 
charges, threats, and harassment of religious leaders and 
religious freedom defenders. It reported 203 documented cases 
of freedom of religion violations.  CSW said approximately half 
of the cases involved threats and harassment, including 
arbitrary summons of religious leaders and pressure on 
congregation members to not worship at unregistered churches 
or else face losing their employment. The report also noted that 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, the government confiscated food that some religious groups intended to provide 
to those in need, blocked overseas humanitarian aid, and threatened and charged religious leaders for “spreading 
disease.”  

 

Many religious groups said notwithstanding the constitutional provisions providing for freedom of conscience and 
religion and prohibiting discrimination based on religion, the government continued to use threats, detentions, 
violence, and other coercive tactics to restrict the activities of some religious groups, leaders, and followers, 
including the right of prisoners to practice religion freely. Religious groups also said the government applied the 

law in an arbitrary and capricious manner.  
. 

According to religious leaders and former inmates, authorities continued to deny prisoners, including political 
prisoners, pastoral visits and the ability to meet with other 
prisoners for worship, prayer, and study. Many prisoners also 
said authorities repeatedly confiscated Bibles, crucifixes, rosary 
beads, and other religious items, sometimes as punishment and 
other times for no apparent reason. According to recently 
released prisoner Roberto de Jesus Quinones, during his time in 
prison, officials repeatedly “lost” copies of his request for 
pastoral care and punished him for fasting on holy days by 
placing him in solitary confinement or suspending other 

privileges.    
 

             

According CSW, Christian leaders from all denominations said a 
scarcity of Bibles and other religious literature continued. Some 
religious leaders continued to report government obstacles prevented them from importing religious materials 
and donated goods, including bureaucratic obstruction and arbitrary restrictions such as inconsistent rules on 
computers and electronic devices. In some cases, the government held up religious materials or blocked them 
altogether.  
 

According to international media, in the face of increasing shortages of food and other essential items, authorities 
increased restrictions on many religious organizations’ ability to receive and distribute humanitarian assistance. 

Demolition of a Baptist Church in Santiago de Cuba in April 

2020. Photo Courtesy: Facebook/ Andy Nelson Martinez. 

 

Catholic Nuns marching in Cuba. Courtesy: Primer informe. 

 
Catholic Nuns      marching for freedoms in Cuba 

Courtesy Primerinforme. 
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